CASE STUDY: 2 - 2018

How to use a food container in mul ple ways ?
An incredible process. A few weeks ago in a German tank cleaning sta on. A vehicle drives in a cleaning sta on. The driver
gives the order „clean the tank“.
The cleaning should not cost more than 70 €, so the driver's instruc ons. When the cleaner inspects the tank, he realizes that
the label "CAT 3 Material - Not For Human Consump on" has been pasted over another label "Food Stuﬀ Only".
The green sign can be easily removed and the tank "CAT 3 STUFF ONLY" becomes a tank for "FOOD STUFF ONLY".
This aﬀair is not only annoying, but it is fraud. It's a kind of food fraud! A criminal act!
A huge problem for the producer, as well as for us consumers. Another problem for all logis cians who do their job with a
high quality and reliability. These criminal logis cians are driving down prices and destroying the serious business model.
Those who do a decent job and of course are more expensive than those cheats have the damage.
These problems can be eliminated immediately with the ENFIT system for tracebility. One of the topics of the EUROPEAN
WORKING GROUP - Food Safety in the Supply Chain, which is ini ated and hosted by ENFIT.
You are interessted? Than join the European Working Group for a safe and reliable Supply Chain.
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